Bmw n62

The 3. However, the remarkable performance does not come without cost as the BMW N62 has
its fair share of common problems and reliability issues that may lead to costly repairs. Of
course, this is far from an exhaust list of the problems that may occur on the BMW N62 engine.
Additionally, simply because it is a common problem does not mean it will indefinitely happen
on every N Unfortunately for the BMW N62, a few of these problems can cost several thousand
dollars to fix. Right off the bat, we are jumping into a repair that comes with significant costs:
N62 valve steam seals. These seals are responsible for preventing oil in the cylinder head from
dripping into the combustion chamber. Additionally, valve stem seals control lubrication of the
intake and exhaust valves. N62 valve stem seals are made from poor material we believe Nitrile
which degrades over time and becomes brittle. Eventually the valve stem seals develop cracks,
thereby allowing oil to enter the combustion chamber. Worn valve stem seals on the N62 may
cause the following symptoms:. Smoke on a cold start is caused by the residual oil that sits on
the heads. Upon starting the engine, the standing oil is pulled into the cylinder causing smoke
as they engine burns off the oil. Additionally, as you sit at a red light or let the engine idle for
extensive periods of time, the oil similarly pools up around the valve stem seals. Once throttle is
applied, the oil drips through the faulty seals causing the exhaust to smoke as the oil burns
away. Of course, as the engine is burning away the oil entering the combustion chambers, the
N62 will experience an increase in oil consumption. Their tool set allows you to replace valve
stem seals without needing to remove the intake or exhaust camshafts. You may consider
checking your local area â€” maybe someone will rent you the tool for a weekend. Of course,
you could avoid using the tools and finish the job the lengthier way by removing the camshafts.
While you or your mechanic is working on replacing the stem seals there are a few other items
that need replacing or should be replaced. These items include:. Especially when it comes down
to things such as gaskets and bolts. You may be able to rent one locally for a couple hundred
bucks. Similar to the valve stem seals, the alternator bracket gasket oil leak is a dreaded
common problem on the N This oil leak can be attributed to a design flaw and the use of a
cheap gasket that degrades over time. Over time, the high engine heat causes the gasket to
become brittle leading to cracks and oil leaks. Likely the only symptom of an alternator bracket
gasket oil leak is physically noticing an oil leak from that area. A quick search will yield nothing
but complaints about how much of a pain this replacement is. This repair on the N62 requires
removal of the alternator, unbolting the power steering pump, lifting the engine, and removing
the driver side motor mount. Moving onto, wellâ€¦yet another highly dreaded common problem
on the BMW N62 engine. The coolant transfer pipe leak is almost impossible to believe because
it is such as odd issue. This leak is typically caused by front seal on the coolant transfer pipe,
which is located under the intake valley pan. The coolant leaks out of the weep hole. Due to its
location in the engine it requires removal of the timing cover, timing chain, intake manifold, and
cylinder heads. A coolant transfer pipe could take over 40 hours of labor leading to massive
costs, however, there are some aftermarket options that significantly reduce the labor and
repair costs. As stated previously, there are quite a few aftermarket repair options. One option
is the BimmerFix Stent, which only requires removal of the N62 water pump. Another option is
the AGA collapsible coolant transfer pipe. The collapsible AGA pipe can be expanded into place
avoiding the need to remove the cylinder heads or timing chain. This drastically reduces labor
and can typically be accomplished, by an experienced mechanic, in roughly 10 hours. In
addition to AGA, there are several other brands that offer a similar option to replace the OEM
coolant transfer pipe. Depending on the option that is right for you, there are a few items to
consider replacing at the same time:. If you opt for the BimmerFix Stent, consider replacing the
water pump as preventative maintenance. The water pump must be removed anyways, so there
should not be any significant increase in labor costs. Regardless, you should always replace
the water pump gasket. While this job is significantly less intensive than the OEM replacement,
it is still lengthier and more expensive than the BimmerFix Stent. Though, it may be a better
long-term solution. If you opt to go this route, you should also replace or consider replacing:.
This list may look slightly intimidating, however, it is worth replacing these parts while you are
in there. Similar to above, the water pump can be avoided. Finally, a problem that is a common
on many BMW engines and not confined to mostly the N Valve cover gaskets are notorious for
developing leaks on BMW engines. Over time, the engines high heat wears down the valve
cover gaskets causing cracks and oil leaks. This may not seem a common problem on the N62
since valve covers should be replaced along with the valve stem seal replacement. However, the
valve cover gaskets may begin leaking again regardless, and is likely more common for the
lucky folks who have avoided the valve stem seal issues. Consider leaving this one up to an
indy shop unless you are knowledgeable and experienced. Though the BMW N62 is plagued by
some rather frustrating and expensive repairs, they are generally not terribly unreliable engines.
The above common problems are certainly not an exhaustive list of anything that can or will go

wrong with the N However, the engine should not leave you stranded every week. With basic
knowledge of the AGA tools and aftermarket options you should be able to avoid being ripped
off by the dealership or indy shops. The N62 is an impressive performance engine with great
power and torque for its age. Although, it may not come at a cheap cost. I hope they fired the
person responsible for procuring the seals for this engine! Valve stem seals, Alternator bracket
seal Coolant transfer pipe seal!!!! Where does it end??!!!! Just wanted the say the valve seal
replacement job on the bmw n62 engine does not have to cost thousands. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site
is dedicated to all things BMW Tuning related. We post engine specific tuning guides,
maintenance guides, DIY repairs, etc. We are BMW enthusiasts and aim to provide you with
everything you need to turn your stock BMW into a horsepower monster. Our garage currently
includes a i, i, and i. You can say we are somewhat N54 fanatics. N62 Alternator Bracket Gasket
Replacement A quick search will yield nothing but complaints about how much of a pain this
replacement is. Depending on the option that is right for you, there are a few items to consider
replacing at the same time: BimmerFix Stent If you opt for the BimmerFix Stent, consider
replacing the water pump as preventative maintenance. What are your thoughts on the BMW
N62? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search the site
Privacy Policy. Join our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly
car banter. You will also have full access to the modifed car gallery, project car updates and
exclusive member only areas. All car owners of all ages and from all countries are welcome.
Sign up now!!! We shall detail the best approach to N62 tuning and highlight the greatest
modifications. BMW N62 make a good tuning project and with the right sports modifications like
ECU maps, turbo kits and camshafts you will definitely increase your driving pleasure. The
optimum N62 tuning mods on an engine are usually the ones that give the biggest return for
your cash. Significant gains on the N62 can be made from cam upgrades. NB: Fast road cams
commonly boost the power throughout the rpm band, you may sacrifice a little bottom end
power but the top end will improve. Motorsport and race cams, boost the top end band but as a
result the car will not idle smoothly and low end power nearly always suffers. You should ideally
optimize your bhp range to your cars usage so for a road car stick with a shorter duration N62
cam. Some N62 engines respond better to more aggressive camshaft durations so view each
engine as unique. Longer valve durations can alter the bhp band and on most engines the
exhaust and intake durations do not need to match, although most cams and tuners use
matched pairs there are some advantages to extending the intake or exhaust durations. The N62
engine blocks are great to work on and we're happy to report there are quite a few choices of
modifications and tuning parts about. ECU mapping allows a tuner to unlock the full potential of
all the upgrades you've done to your N The intake plenum take the air during the suck phase
from the filter and allow it to be sucked into the engine and mixed with fuel. The shape and flow
rate of the Intake headers can make a large effect on to fuel mixing and power on the N
Commonly we find the air intake manifolds are crying out for a performance upgrade, although
a few OEM provide well optimised air intake manifolds. Increasing the N62 valve size, carrying
out 3 or 5 angle valve jobs and porting and head flowing will also lift power, this will give you
increasing the power increase on other parts. The more air you can get into an engine, the more
fuel it can burn and uprating the induction with a turbocharger upgrade makes major power
gains. If a car is turbocharged, parts are simpler to install and we find turbocharged engines are
built with more solid components. There are common areas of failure for every engine, with
some being over specified and some only able to handle stock power. Discover these
restrictions and install stronger pistons, crank and engine components to utilize the power.
We've seen car owners spending a lots of money on turbo charger upgrades on the N62 only to
see the whole thing throw a rod soon after it's been enthusiastically driven. Big turbos often
suffer low end lag, and small turbos spool up much more quickly but do not have the peak rpm
bhp gains. In recent times the world of turbo units is always increasing and we now see variable
vane turbo units, where the vane angle is altered according to speed to lower lag and increase
top end performance. Twin scroll turbo units divert the exhaust gases into a couple of channels
and push these at differently profiled vanes in the turbo. They also help the scavenging effect of
the engine. We note 4 bar air sensors coping with quite large power gains, whereas the OEM air
sensor sapped torque at a much lower level. Beefing up the air intake by adding a supercharger
or additional turbo will help you achieve very large power gains, although more difficult to get
working. Don't omit to raise the fuel system when you are increasing the bhp - it makes the car
more thirsty. Don't forget that different fuel grades will usually require different settings, a high
octane fuel will burn more efficiently than lower octane fuel for example. A car will trim fuel
supply to keep within the ideal air fuel mix but at the extreme ends you may need to adjust your

injector capacity, or the mapping or you'll get flat spots and potential lean or rich fuel issues..
You only need to to increase your exhaust if your current exhaust is actually causing a
restriction in flow. On most factory exhausts you should find that the flow rate is fine even on
modest power gains, but when you start pushing up the power levels you will need to get a
better flowing exhaust. Please dont run with the largest exhaust you can buy this will slow up
the exhaust flow rate - the best exhausts for power gains are usually between one and a half to
two and half inches. Your exhaust design, the bend angles and construction are what have
more effect on flow rates than your pipe width to a certain extent. So the exhaust design is a big
factor. Usual exhaust restrictions are in the emissions filters installed, so adding a better
flowing sports alternative will help avoid this restriction. The N62 engines, if regularly serviced
and maintained, are generally very reliable and have few issues. Regular oil changes are vital on
the N62, particularly when the engine has been modified and is putting down more power than
the manufacturer intended. Please help us improve these tips by sending us your feedback in
the comments box below. We really like hearing from our readers, and hearing about which
modifications were the most effective for them, it helps us improve our recommendations and
articles to reflect current trends in modifications and ensures that our N62 guides and tips are
kept up to date. This entry was posted under Makes and Models. Tags: BMW You can leave a
response below or join our forum to discuss this article and car modification in detail with our
members. If you liked this page please share it with your friends, drop a link to it in your
favourite forum or use the bookmarking options to save it to your social media profile.
Feedback Please use our forums if you wish to ask a tuning question , and please note we do
not sell parts or services, we are just an online magazine. Name required. Mail not published
required. Your Constructive comments on this article. These articles were written by Waynne
Smith. We actively enforce our copyright and persue damages and costs. We will also request
your sites removal from the search engines and place a formal complaint with your hosting
company. By using this site you agree to be bound to this agreement and accept that the
juristiction of the UK courts applies. COOKIES: This site uses cookies to remember your
settings and monitor visitor behaviour anonymously to allow us to improve the site and
highlight areas where we can improve. In addition our advertising partners use cookies in
accordance with their respective privacy policies to provide adverts of most interest to you
based on sites you visit and search terms and collate interest based statistics to do so. You can
opt out of our advertisers cookies by following this link or by disabling cookies in your browser.
Read our privacy policy here. The cookies we need to use, for example we need to see which
pages people find useful in our analytics cookies, we also need to remember your choices
preferences and settings and make sure we don't show too many of the same adverts. We won't
know who you are personally or be able to track you after your visit to our site. We won't be
swayed by popular N62 tuning mods, they need to be cost effective. A Competition cam won't
do well if in heavy traffic. You should ideally optimize your bhp range to your cars usage so for
a road car stick with a shorter duration N62 cam Some N62 engines respond better to more
aggressive camshaft durations so view each engine as unique. The map and fuelling also will
make differences on the bhp gains you'll achieve. Forcing more air into each cylinder is the
whole point to any engine performance tuning job. There are common areas of failure for every
engine, with some being over specified and some only able to handle stock power Discover
these restrictions and install stronger pistons, crank and engine components to utilize the
power. N62 Fuelling upgrades and mods Don't omit to raise the fuel system when you are
increasing the bhp - it makes the car more thirsty. We would recommend you to be generous
with your injector capacity. N62 Exhaust upgrades and mods You only need to to increase your
exhaust if your current exhaust is actually causing a restriction in flow. Help us improve, leave a
suggestion or tip Click here to cancel reply. However this website like most others uses cookies
to improve your experience and now have to notify you of this and request your permission. Ok
You can choose which cookies to accept here Settings Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorised as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyse and understand how you use this website. We also allow our
carefully selected advertising partners to show you offers and deals that are of interest to you.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Quick Links. New Generation N62 Engine. Page 5:
N62 Engine Throttle valve use is conditional for engine load control. The N62 is the best engine
in its class. At this time there is no other engine on the market which uses comparable
technology. Page 15 If the Valvetronic system should fail, the throttle valve imple- ments the

engine's emergency running function conventional load control. Page Intake Manifold Good
cylinder filling is the basic prerequisite for the fulfilment of the requirements. The complete air
intake system, and to a certain extent the intake manifold, contribute to optimum cylinder filling.
Page 17 With the N62, a variable intake manifold is used for the first time. It ensures that the
intake path is always the optimum length for the engine speed, thus ensuring the best possible
volumetric efficiency. Page 18 The air is compressed and the pressure and the air flow increase.
KT Fig. Page 19 KT Fig. Page 20 Since the suction waves and pressure waves expand at sonic
speed, the suction path length must be adapted depending on the engine speed to ensure that
the tip of the pressure wave reaches the intake valve before it is closed. Page 21 Injection valve
holes Fuel rail thread The intake manifold is located in the V of the engine, and is mounted on
the cylinder head intake ducts. The variable intake manifold housing is made from a magnesium
alloy. Page 22 5 in the opposite direction from the driven shaft. The intake air flows via the
manifold volume through the funnel 2 and on to the cylinders. The intake path length is set as
the rotor turns. Page 24 cylinder bank The second shaft with funnels for cylinder bank is
synchronously adjusted by the spur gears. The drive motor is controlled by the DME and is
intended for providing feedback about the funnel position via a potentio- meter. Page Crankcase
Venting System Engine running is affected if the blow-by gases are returned to the combustion
process, particularly in near-idling speed ranges. This influence is taken into account by lambda
regulation. Page 26 The throttle valve is controlled such that there is always a vacuum pressure
of 50 mbar in the intake manifold. The pressure control valve regulates the crankcase pressure
to a low mbar. Page Exhaust System The exhaust system was completely redesigned for the
N62B36 and N62B44 engines, and is identical in each engine. It has been optimized in terms of
cylinder filling and scavenging, the acoustic system and rapid catalytic converter light-off. Page
Exhaust Manifold With Catalytic Converter The exhaust gas flap is closed using vacuum
pressure, and is opened by ventilating the diaphragm box. This control procedure is carried out
using a solenoid valve which is electrically actuated from the DME. The energy generated
during this process heats up the catalytic converter faster during the warm-up phase, and
increases its conversion rate. Page 31 The secondary air is led through a pipe to the secondary
air ducts. The SLV is closed as soon as the secondary air pump is switched off, preventing
exhaust vapours from flowing back to the secondary air pump. Page 33 To disassemble the
V-belt, the tensioning pulley is pushed back using a Torx tool 1 and fixed in this position using
a peg 2. Page Alternator The function and design of the alternator are the same as that in the
M62, with only minor modifications. Basic alternator function is also guaranteed even if the BSD
interface fails. Page 37 If, therefore, the after-sales service measure a battery charge voltage of
up to A high charge voltage indicates a low battery temperature. Page Coolant Compressor
There is an internal compressor coolant circuit to maintain lubrication. The air conditioning
electronics regulate the compressor output via an external control valve. The compressor is
driven via the 4-V-belt. Page Starter Motor The power steering pump is a tandem radial piston
pump, and is driven by the 6-V-belt. A vane pump is fitted on cars without the
Dynamic-Drive-System. They are fitted with the Valvetronic valve timing system. The secondary
air ducts for subsequent exhaust vapour treatment are integrated in the cylinder heads. Page
Engine Cover The engine is additionally fitted with a sound absorption cover 2 which also
covers the two Valvetronic motors. This cover is fixed to the intake manifold housing using four
screws. The sleeves for threading the ignition coil rods are inserted into the cylinder head
through the cylinder head cover nos. Page 43 Fig. Index Description Moulded-on gaskets Note
The plastic sleeves have moulded-on gaskets. The sleeves must be completely replaced if any
hardening or damage is visible on the gaskets. Page 46 The cylinder head bolts for the N62
engine are always M10x necked-down bolts. These bolts should always be replaced when
repairs are carried out. The lower part of the timing chain housing is bolted to the cylinder head
using two M8x45 bolts. Page 47 Thrust bearing area with oil ducts for the VANOS units The
camshafts are made from chilled cast iron and are hollowed to reduce their weight. The
camshafts are fitted with balancing weights for equalising imbalances in the valve gear. Page
Valvetronic 9. This means that it controls the fuel-air mixture volume according to engine
require- ments. This type of mixture volume control makes the load control throttle valve
unnecessary. Page 49 On the whole, the additional variability of the Valvetronic system, made
possible by the adjustable valve lift, results in better adaptation and optimisation of cylinder
filling and scavenging throughout the engine's entire operating range, in terms of output,
torque, consumption and exhaust emissions. Page 53 The bridge support and the lower
eccentric shaft and inlet camshaft bearings therefore work together in the cylinder head once
fitted, to the tightest limits. If the bridge support or the lower bearings are damaged, the entire
cylinder head must also be replaced. Page 55 A hole must be drilled in the rear plastic motor
cover in order to get to the motor shaft worm shaft using the Allen key. The motor can then no

longer be used. Page 58 Fig. The gasket is used only for the N62 engine. Page 60 The sensor
wheels are made from a sintered material. Crankshaft KT Fig. Page Vacuum Pump The vacuum
pump is driven by the cylinders outlet shaft. The design of the vacuum pump is described in the
documen- tation for the N42 engine. Page Chain Drive Chapter 3 P. The oil pump is driven by a
separate roller chain. Use of the new toothed chains optimizes the drive chain rolling process to
the sprocket, thus reducing noise. On the V engine, the sprocket is fitted the other way round,
with the oil pump gear wheel to the rear. Page 66 The guide ball moves in an arched groove at
the tensioning rail. The chain tensioner seal must be replaced each time the chain tensioner is
disassembled. The chain tensioners are the same for both the left and the right cylinder heads.
Page 67 cylinder bank is hollowed. There is a ball valve in the bearing pin. The valve closes at
an oil pressure of 1. Page 68 An oil jet has been fitted to lubricate the right-hand drive chain
cylinder bank There is a valve in the oil jet which opens at a pressure of 1. Page 69 There is a
small hole in the guide rail through which the cylinder head area of the drive chain is supplied
with engine oil. There is a rubber-coated steel gasket between the guide rail and the cylinder
head. Page 72 The complex coolant area and the targeted small ventilation bores mean that a
certain time should be allowed after the cooling system has been filled for the air to evacuate
see Workshop Manual. Page 73 The still cold coolant flows from the thermostat directly into the
water pump and back to the engine short circuit. Page 74 From the rear of the engine block, the
coolant flows through the side apertures to the cylinder walls, and from there it flows to the
cylinder heads. Page Water Pump Heat exchanger transmission oil return flow Leakage
chamber evaporation space Alternator in-flow Water pump Expansion tank connection The
water pump is combined with the thermostat housing and is screwed to the timing case lower
section. Page 76 evaporation area. If the sliding ring seal is faulty, the leakage chamber fills
completely with coolant. Page 77 The leakage restraint system has the advantage that the
coolant escaping from the sliding ring seal normal, functional leakage evaporates without a
trace and cannot be mistakenly identified as a water pump defect during visual inspections by
the after- sales-service. Page 78 Chapter 3 P. The electrical connections, the design and the
map-controlled thermostat throttle response have been optimized. The map-controlled
thermostat function is the same as that for previous engines M Page Cooling Radiator It is also
best to avoid overfilling the expansion tank after repairs have been carried out on the cooling
system since the newly- designed cooling circuit ensures very good engine ventilation. Page 84
The upper section of the oil sump has a crossed-shaped cut-out oil filter element recess. The
upper section of the oil sump is sealed to the oil pump using a sealing ring. Page Crankcase
The crankcase can be treated twice sun honing procedure. Page Crankshaft The crankshaft has
five bearings. The fifth bearing is also the axial guide bearing. The crankshaft lift is - Page
Connecting Rod And Piston The pistons are made from high-temperature aluminium alloy and
are equipped with three piston rings. Page 89 The pistons are cooled by oil jets on the exhaust
side of the piston crown. The pistons for the B36 and B44 engines are made by different
manufacturers and have different diameters. If a cylinder is redressed, the pistons are available
in two oversizes. Page Flywheel The engine suspension is provided by means of two hydraulic
damping engine mounts. The engine mounts are located on the front axle carrier. As the check
valves are accessible from the outside, there is no need to remove the cylinder head when
changing the check valves. Page Oil Pressure Switch The oil check valves are identical in
design which means that they cannot be mixed up. Page Oil Pump The oil pump is a two-level
gear oil pump with two parallel switched gear clusters. The oil pump function is the same as
that of the N42 engine. Page Oil Filter The filter element support dome contains a bursting
pressure valve. If the filter element is blocked, this valve guides the unfil- tered engine oil
around the filter element to the engine's lubri- cation points. Page Pressure Control A separate
pressure relief valve in the oil pump automatically switches off at the maximum pressure of
approximately 15 bar. This prevents damage in the oil pump, especially at low oil temperatures.
Page Oil Cooling This ensures that the minimum amount of oil is supplied even if the oil cooler
is faulty. A modified generator support, without connections for the oil thermostat, is fitted to
vehicles which do not have an oil cooler. Page Technical Data 1. The engine management data
is programmed according to the version. The ME 9. Both control units control the N62 engine.
Page Me 9. Page Fig. Page Oxygen Sensor Regulation This monitoring means that if the exhaust
gas concentration is too high, the MIL malfunction indicator lamp lights up and a fault code is
stored. Details of how the planar broadband oxygen sensor works can be found in the
description of the N42 engine. Page Oil Condition Sensor Oezs Recording the engine oil level
protects the engine from having an oil level which is too low and thereby from the resultant
engine damage. Recording the condition of the oil, means that it is possible to determine
exactly when an oil change is required. The engine oil 4 dielectric is located between the
electrodes. The electrical material properties of the engine oil change in accordance with

increased wear and additive deterioration. Page The oil condition sensor is supplied with
voltage via terminal Page Variable Intake Manifold 60 seconds after it is started up. Page If the
idle speed control is faulty, the engine must be checked for leaks because leaking air has an
immediate effect on idling. This also becomes noticeable when there is no oil dipstick, for
example. Page Valvetronic V SG Valvetronic control unit Valvetronic sensor, cylinder bank
Valvetronic sensor, cylinder bank The N42 Valvetronic control system was extended for the N62
engine by adding two Valvetronic motors and two Valvetronic sensors. Page Function The
Valvetronic control unit converts the DME command by operating the operating motor at 16 kHz
until the actual value from the eccentric shaft position sensor corresponds with the target value.
Page Valvetronic control unit. Only two messages can be transmitted using this wire: - Test
function - Maximum valve lift A signal with a frequency of Hz is placed on this wire to transmit
these two messages. Page Valvetronic Control Unit Control unit faults or faults in the
Valvetronic peripherals are detected by the Valvetronic control unit and are transmitted via the
LoCAN to the DME control unit where they are stored for diagnostics. Page Dme Control Unit
However, if automatic adjustment does take place, this is recorded by the monitoring and the
engine is moved back to the predetermined position. The adjustment time required to move the
engine from minimum to maximum valve lift is ms. Page Valvetronic Sensors CS line to transmit
the data from the internal register to the output register. The Valvetronic control unit then sends
the command to the output register via the CLK line to transfer the data in serial. Page DAT line,
giving the exact position of the eccentric shaft. The reference sensor works in exactly the same
way but does not transfer the information to the Valvetronic control unit as often as the guide
sensor. Page N62 Fuel System Greater fuel spray atomization leads to optimum fuel mixing and
thereby reduces fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. The fuel distributor blocks have
been improved for better fuel distribution. This measure guarantees optimum engine
smoothness even at low speeds. Page Fuel Pressure Regulator - The lower power input reduces
the fuel pump's heat radiation. Page If the fuel quantity requirement from the DME and EKP
rotation speed signal in the SBSR fails, the fuel pump will continue to operate with the greatest
delivery rate when terminal 15 is activated. This guarantees the fuel supply even if the control
signals fail. Page Filling The Tank An anti-spitback flap 17 is fitted on the fuel tank filler hole.
This flap prevents fuel from splashing back towards the pump nozzle during refuelling. Page
The tank pressure must not exceed the pump nozzle cut-out pressure as a result of the extra air
flowing into the tank, even at the maximum delivery rate. This could otherwise cause the pump
nozzle to cut-out early. Page Tank Ventilation A simple ventilation connection piece 16 is
located in the left tank chamber. Both service vent valves 16 ensure that no air cushions form in
the lower positions of the tank. Page 8. The fuel evaporation control valve 6 , which is controlled
by the digital engine-management, controls the proportioning. Page The tank pressure
increases beyond the pump nozzle cut-out pressure and switches it off. During fuel withdrawal,
the fuel tank system is ventilated in the reverse direction to prevent the formation of a vacuum.
Page The surge chamber ensures that the fuel delivery pump is always supplied with sufficient
fuel in all driving conditions. Page Fuel Tank Leak Diagnostic Module If a lower pressure is
detected in the subsequent pressure build- up compared to the reference pump flow previously
measured, this signals a leak in the fuel system. If the reference flow is exceeded, there is no
leakage in the system. Page The leakage diagnosis is only carried out every second time the
main start conditions are fulfilled. The main start conditions are usually fulfilled twice daily, for
example if the driver drives to work in the morning and drives home in the evening. Page If
refuelling does not take place immediately after the fuel filler cap has been opened, the system
detects a large leak and the digital engine management system records an error. If refuelling is
detected in the next driving cycle, the error is cleared. This manual is also suitable for: N62b44
N62b Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The N62 V8 engine was first
introduced in , and was the workhorse of all BMW eight cylinder models until An integral part of
this new system is an electronically controlled map thermostat that dynamically opens and
closes based on the actual needs of the engine. The BMW N62 thermostat is simply an
electronically controlled valve that controls the flow of coolant through the engine block. When
the N62 engine reaches operating temperature approx. The BMW N62 thermostat is attached to
the belt driven water pump housing on the front of the engine. Like all mechanical engine parts
in your BMW, it has a definitive life span and will eventually fail no part lasts forever. Since the
thermostat in your N62 eight cylinder is map-controlled, it is susceptible to electronic failure
simply from normal wear and age. Another common cause of thermostat failure is due to
deposits and corrosion, usually from a coolant system that has not been properly maintained.
The two classic symptoms that your BMW N62 thermostat has failed is a very rough idling cold
engine and no interior cabin heat. Replacing the thermostat in your N62 V8 engine is very

straightforward and can be easily done by the home mechanic with average abilities. The
thermostat can be unbolted from the water pump housing without having to remove the water
pump itself. We give full step by step instructions below along with a parts list for your
convenience. Always use a high quality thermostat from a reputable manufacturer to avoid
premature failure. If you are uncomfortable with this, we suggest sticking with the OEM
thermostat in option 1 above. As discussed above, removing the thermostat from your N62 V8
engine is actually quite easy. It is conveniently located on the front of the engine and is easily
accessed by removing just the intake boot. If your vehicle has a belly pan, you will need to jack
up the front of the vehicle and remove that first before draining the coolant. Installing the new
thermostat is very straightforward with no special proceduresâ€¦it is simply the reverse of the
above steps. Make sure that you install a fresh rubber gasket with the new thermostat. We
provide a handy checklist below with the installation steps, along with important torque values
for your convenience. Please see the checklist below for instructions on properly refilling your
coolant. The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the repair is, from beginner
to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few tools, have short repair times and are
simple to complete for even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty level rises expect
the repair to demand more time, use more specialized tools, and require a better understanding
of mechanics to complete the job. The Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how
expensive the repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost estimates are approximate
and can fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Repair
Summary This article gives detailed instructions on replacing the thermostat in a BMW vehicle
with the N62 8 cylinder engine. Even though we used a ci to perform this repair, this article can
be applied to any vehicle with the N62 8 cylinder engine including V8 5,6,7 and X5 series
vehicles with minor modifications to the repair steps. For more information on affiliate links ,
please click here. BMW N62 Thermostat Reinstallation Checklist When you are finished with a
step, use your mouse or finger if on mobile to check the box as completed! And congratulations
for Doing It Yourself! All rights reserved. We firmly believe that the intelligent men and women
who make the decisions on how BMW vehicles are manufactured have forgotten more about
automobile engineering than we will ever know. We can only speculate that it was done for the
same reason that many other car manufacturers have made the switch; to eliminate mechanical
tensioners that need to be serviced. Since it is recommended that AC stretch belts are only
installed once, removing one is easy; you just cut it off with a pair of shears. Installing a new AC
stretch belt requires a special tool that is attached to the AC belt pulley. The tool will slowly
push the new belt onto the pulley as the crankshaft is turned with a socket wrench. The stretch
belt sounds like a simple solution to avoiding an extra mechanical part that can wear outâ€¦but
it has its drawbacks. Using the the AC stretch belt installation tool is not always easy; many
home mechanics complain of damaged or snapped belts while trying to get them on the pulley.
Another disadvantage is the fact that stretch belts cannot be reused. If for any reason you need
to remove it to service the vehicle, you are stuck ordering a new one. Stretch belt enthusiasts
argue that there is seldom a need to remove the AC drive belt on your BMW, and one less
mechanical part that can fail is always better. At the end of the day, switching to a mechanical
tensioner on your AC belt is purely personal preferenceâ€¦there is no right or wrong answer.
BMW left the threaded mounting boss for the belt tensioner on the front of the engine, so it is as
simple as cutting off the stretch belt and bolting on the new system. We give you a parts list
below with everything you need to complete the repair. Both choices are high quality
replacement parts at a reasonable price. AC drive belt required â€” You must change the AC
drive belt when retrofitting a mechanical tensioner to your vehicle. The stretch belt you are
replacing is not the right size to work with the new tensioner. Tensioner pulley mounting bolt
required â€” You must purchase the tensioner pulley mounting bolt to complete the retrofit it
does not come with the above pulley. It is recommended that you only use Genuine BMW
factory bolts on your vehicle. Accessory serpentine drive belt optional â€” Since you will need
to remove the accessory drive belt to complete this repair, now is a great time to replace it. The
main accessory belt must be removed first to access the AC drive belt which runs behind it.
Installing the new belt tensioner is simpleâ€¦BMW left the original threaded mounting boss on
the front of the engine when they switched to a stretch belt. The Level of Difficulty displays
graphically how challenging the repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually
require very few tools, have short repair times and are simple to complete for even the most
novice of mechanics. As the diffic
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ulty level rises expect the repair to demand more time, use more specialized tools, and require
a better understanding of mechanics to complete the job. The Repair Cost graphically displays
approximately how expensive the repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost
estimates are approximate and can fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer.
Share on Facebook. Even though we have used a BMW ci to perform this installation, this article
can be applied to any vehicle with the N62 8 cylinder engine and a stretch style AC drive belt
with minor modifications. For more information on affiliate links , please click here. AC belt
tensioner pulley â€” URO AC belt tensioner pulley â€” HT AC belt â€” Continental All BMW
models with N62 8 cylinder engine using a belt tensioner system. Accessory belt â€”
Continental Accessory belt â€” Genuine BMW T50 torx bit. Torque wrench â€” medium range.
Shears â€” heavy duty. And congratulations for Doing It Yourself! All rights reserved.

